Product recall.

2 Eat Real chips products
Date of recall: 10/06/23

We’re recalling various date and batch codes of 2 Eat Real chips products, as they may contain gluten which isn’t declared on the packaging. This could be a risk to people who have coeliac disease or an allergy/intolerance/sensitivity to gluten.

Product batches affected
Eat Real Lentil Chips Sea Salt 113G
Best before dates: 28/02/24, 13/05/24, 16/05/24
Batch codes: N04/3142, N11/3139

Eat Real Hummus, Lentil, Quinoa Chips 5 Pack 116G
Best before dates: 20/05/24, 27/05/24
Batch codes: N17/3146, N17/31476

What you should do
If you’ve bought an affected product and have coeliac disease or an allergy/intolerance/sensitivity to gluten, please don’t eat it. Instead, return it to a Tesco store for a refund. No receipt is required. Use our store locators to find your nearest UK Tesco or ROI Tesco.

Contact details
For more information, Warp Snacks/Eat Real directly by email at hello@eatreal.co.uk

You can also contact Tesco Customer Services on 0800 50 5555 (UK) or 1800 248 123 (ROI).